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EMBELLISHED LINENS 

Barbara Moore 

 

 

 

 

 

Create a beautiful heirloom from purchased cotton sheets and the fabulous stitches 
on your HUSQVARNA VIKING sewing machine 

These sheets will make a lovely wedding gift for that special someone or just make 
your own bed feel beautiful.  

You will be amazed at how easy it is to “make an heirloom” 

 

SUPPLIES: 

1 set of 100% cotton sheets any size 

Clear Open Toe Foot       413031945 

Twin Gimping Foot with Guide       920302096 

Lace insertion the length of the sheet: 

2 yards (twin) 

2¼ yards (full) 

2½ yards (queen) 

3 yards (king) 
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INSPIRA® 90 Topstitch Needle     620099096 

INSPIRA®  Wing Needle size 100    620105696 

INSPIRA®  80 Universal needle     620098096    

Gimp Thread/Cord       416485501 

60 weight cotton thread 

Rayon Embroidery threads 

Double bent trimmers  

CONSTRUCTION: 

1. Wind a bobbin with 60 weight cotton thread and insert into your machine. 

2. Insert Wing needle and thread machine with 60 weight cotton thread.  Place 
the Clear Open Toe foot on your machine. 

3. Select the entredeux stitch on your machine, DESIGNER EPIC™ C8, 
DESIGNER DIAMOND ROYALE  D7 or a stitch that will make a hole in a back to 
back, side to side motion more than once. 

4. Open the hem on either side of the top sheet below the heading. 

5. Spray heading of sheet with spray starch.  Let the starch dry slightly and press.  
Repeat this process until heading is stiff.  (Always let starch dry slightly before 
pressing to prevent scorching the sheet)  

6. Line wing needle up with the seam of the sheet heading and using the seam as a 
guide stitch using the entredeux stitch. 

7. Press sheet from the wrong side into towel to make the 
entredeux stand up.  You may starch it again. 

8. With a blue washout marker, mark the center of the heading 
across the sheet. 

9. Remove the wing needle and place an 80 universal needle in 
the machine.  Place the insertion lace over the blue mark, centering 
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the lace motif in the center of the line. 

10. Set machine to a small zig zag stitch, center needle position.  Start 
with L2.0 and W 2.0, and adjust your stitch so that the stitch just covers the 

width of the lace heading. 

11. Stitch the lace to the sheet on both sides.  This is a stabilizing stitch 
to secure the lace to the sheet. 

12. Remove the fabric from the back of the sheet using double bent 
trimmers.  This will expose the lace. 

13. Remove the 80 universal needle and place a 90 topstitch needle in 
the machine. 

14. Select the pin stitch on your machine, DESIGNER EPIC™ - C14, 
DESIGNER DIAMOND ROYALE™  D46, DESIGNER RUBY 
ROYALE  D36.  If you don’t have these stitches, select a blanket stitch and 
reduce the width until the stitch fingers go from the outside of the lace 
heading to the inside and covers the heading of the lace. 

15. Stitch on both sides covering the zig zag stitch.  This adds a beautiful 
decorative stitch to the lace.  Gives the appearance of hand looked pin 
stitch without taking hours to do. 

16. Remove the topstitch needle and replace with the 80 universal needle. 

17. Remove the Open Toe foot and attach the Twin Gimping foot with 
Guide on your machine. 

18. Cut two gimp cords the length of your sheet plus 2”.  This will allow 
for any shrinkage. 

19. Place one cord in each guide and slip under the clip on the foot. 

20. Go to HUSQVARNAVIKING.com and select; Accessories Finder.  
Find the twin gimping foot with guide and click over the picture of the foot.  
You may read the instructions for the foot and then scroll down to 
download new stitches.  Follow the instructions and download the new 
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stitches for your machine. 

21. The stitches on the DESIGNER EPIC™  are P26 and 27. 

22. Mark, with blue washout marker; the center between the entredeux 
stitch and the lace.  Place the gimping foot over the line and stitch the 
stitch of your choice over the line. 

23. Press the edges of the sheet under and stitch in place, covering the 
edges of all of your stitches and finishing the edges of the sheet. 

ENJOY!!!!!!! 
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